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Panel layout: six panel grid, divided into 3 bands with 2 panels each.

Panel 1: Inside the lab of Gyro Gearloose. On the left side, medium close of Uncle Scrooge
with an arquebus. On the right side, a sort of telephone box, in which Donald Duck is hid-
den (but we don’t see him).

UNCLE SCROOGE: GRRR… Where will the ne’er-do-well end up?
DONALD DUCK (thought): SIGH! Hope he doesn’t notice I’m here!

Panel 2: Inside the phone box. It’s full of buttons, light bulbs and levers. Medium close of
Donald Duck (head and shoulders). He’s watching the instruments.

DONALD DUCK (thought): Hmm… This is Gyro’s latest invention. The machine to go to
another universe!

Panel 3: Extreme close up of the right hand of Donald, that pulls a large lever down.

DONALD DUCK (thought): Well! It’s the only way to escape uncle’s fury!

Panel 4: Very wide. On the top-left side, the Warner Bros’ concentric circles of gradated
colour. Donald Duck spills out of the smaller circle, landing with his beak at the bottom
right.

DONALD DUCK: OUCH!

Caption 1: WOOOIIING! (Along Donald Duck’s trajectory).
Caption 2: SPLAT!

Panel 5: On the right side, Daffy Duck, out of breath, is running towards right. On the left,
Donald Duck is looking at him in amazement.

DAFFY DUCK: Run away, brother! He acts seriously!
DONALD DUCK: ?

Caption: BANG! BANG! 

Panel 6: On the left side, Yosemite Sam runs towards right, shooting with both guns. Do-
nald is running away, holding his cap with a hand.

DONALD DUCK: SGRUNT! The melody’s changed but the song remains the same.

Caption: BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG!
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